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Qutoutiao Refutes Short-seller Report but Faces
More Trouble at Home
On Friday, Qutoutiao responded at length to the short-seller report by Wolfpack. However, it now
faces additional trouble at home.
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Mobile content aggregator, Qutoutiao Inc. (Nasdaq: QTT), issued another statement
on Friday to counter a short-seller report published earlier this month.
"The report arrived at false conclusions after misquoting by a wide margin our publicly disclosed financial
figures and making a series of unsubstantiated claims some of which can easily be proven to be
fabrications," Qutoutiao wrote.
In early December, Wolfpack Research LLC, a New York-based activist research firm, claimed that the
Chinese company reported non-existent cash and failed to disclose the relationship of some parties with
which it conducts business. Among other things, the short seller alleged that Qutoutiao's revenue in 2018
reached approximately 798 million yuan, less than a third of the 3 billion yuan it reported.
At the time, Qutoutiao condemned Wolfpack in an informal statement, saying its report distorted
information and was outright incorrect. Today, the company issued an extended response, claiming
Wolfpack's lack of understanding of its business model and accounting standards can explain the alleged
"fake revenue."
Qutoutiao said that in the report to the State Administration for Industry and Commerce (SAIC), which
Wolfpack used as proof of the company's different financials, it presented revenue and costs on a net
basis, while in its credit report it presented the financials on a gross basis. The company added that its
consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with the U.S. GAAP accounting standards.
Wolfpack also alleged that Qutoutiao recorded non-existent advances from advertising customers on the
balance sheet of its in-house advertising agent, Shanghai Dianguan, then paid them out to Qutoutiao's
main operating entity in China, Shanghai Jifen, as the item of prepaid expenses.

That operation, Wolfpack wrote, allowed Qutoutiao to inflate the financials of Jifen and Dianguan "without
any cash actually changing hands between the two."
Qutoutiao replied that it acquired Dianguan in February 2018 as an in-house ads platform to provide a
bidding system for placing ads. Shanghai Jifen primarily engages in the operations of Qutoutiao's app.
Qutoutiao wrote: "It is incorrect to simply sum up the accounts of subsidiaries on a standalone basis and
draw comparisons with the consolidated statements."
Moreover, Wolfpack said that nearly half of Qutoutiao's ad revenue came from undisclosed related parties,
a conclusion it said it made after analyzing 50,000 ads on the platform.
Qutoutiao said the claim is invalid as it relies on an inadequate sample size that lacks statistical
significance.
This week, the company is facing more trouble after a Shanghai court froze the holdings of five entities
operated by Jifen, Qutoutiao's subsidiary. Holdings in the amount of 12.7 million yuan ($1.8 million.) were
frozen for a period of three years starting on Wednesday, as reported by Beijing News.
Shares in Qutoutiao were trading at $3.36 per American depositary share intraday on Friday, down 1%.
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